Navvia Business Process software helps
deliver 50% saving on Enterprise Wide
Change Management project
Background
As is often the case, an unexpected or potentially harmful event triggers the need for a major change.
Such is the story at a prestigious Ivy League university. Following a major event during 2012, senior
administrators made recommendations that included developing an enterprisewide Change
Management system.
Alan Eiland, Associate Vice President, Project Management Ofﬁce, was tasked with this project and
the senior leadership appointed Sat Persaud, Director of Infrastructure Support Services, as the
Change Management Process Owner.

Business Challenges
As is common with most major universities,
this Ivy League educational institution consists
of various schools and separate campuses, each
with separate IT teams and structures and
answerable to the respective leaders of the speciﬁc
school or campus. Despite the many semiindependent IT teams, all use the university’s
central IT system for ﬁnancials, HR and similar
administrative functions.
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Solution
Persaud’s ﬁrst step was to gather a cross-functional group of 19 IT specialists from throughout
the university and lead them through the design and implementation of the enterprise Change
Management process. The flexibility of the Navvia tool made it possible for Persaud and the team to
deﬁne and update the process in real time with their design decisions. Persaud was then able to use
the Navvia process design software to align the process design to ITIL and COBIT best practices.

It was in the team meetings that the
Navvia software delivered the ﬁrst crucial
value beneﬁt. The team came from many
IT backgrounds and experiences and
were eager to contribute their particular
knowledge and expertise to the project.
The Navvia tool focused the discussions
and led the team through the decision
points, helping to complete and go live
with the project within four months.
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An equally important value beneﬁt of the Navvia
tool was its central role in demonstrating the
team’s stewardship of the project to university
administrators, instilling conﬁdence in the Change
Management process the team had designed.
That conﬁdence was critical, since the university’s
IT infrastructure is potentially subject to internal
and external review. In an academic setting,
especially at an Ivy League university, billions
of dollars are received from grant programs,
each with robust audit controls. With the process
being designed and updated using Navvia and
following COBIT controls, Sat Persaud was
conﬁdent about passing internal or external
audits.

Results
The new Change Management system has
been implemented since June 2013, enabling
Persaud to update any changes to the system
directly in the Navvia tool. Internal and external
auditors can easily be provided with access to
the tool to review the most up-to-date Change
Management processes.
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“Navvia’s process design
software provided it´s value
during a six-month internal controls
review of the ITSM Change Management
process against 12 COBIT controls,
which was led by process owner Sat
Persaud”, said Eiland. “The review
focused on more than 1,300 change
tickets that were generated during those
six months. All 12 controls passed
and the ﬁndings were uploaded to
the Navvia tool.”
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According to Eiland, project time and its close correlation with cost was the next value beneﬁt
of using the Navvia process design software.

Results

He estimated approximately 60 hours of process development time for each of the 19 IT people
on the team, or a total of 1,140 hours. Without the Navvia tool to keep the team’s effort and energy
focused, the project would have required twice as much time – and twice the cost .

Voice of the Customer
“Having experienced how helpful the Navvia process design software was for our project, I would
strongly recommend it as an extremely effective tool to design, document and maintain processes,
and to comply fully with any internal or external audits,” Eiland added.
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